Will Washington Give Arms To
Ukraine?
WASHINGTON – Back in February 2014, right after a popular
rebellion ousted pro-Russian President Viktor Yanucovych, this
way taking over political control in Kiev, the then Obama
administration was long on promises of aid and support; but
very short on delivering almost anything of real value to the
new supposedly pro-American and pro-European Ukrainian
government.
Economic basket case
On the economic front, Ukraine was then (and still is today,
by the way) a virtual basket case: an impoverished, non
competitive, underperforming economy, poisoned by systemic
corruption. On the military side, whatever your political
preference on who is to blame for the ongoing fighting between
government forces and pro-Moscow ethnic Russians in Eastern
Ukraine, back in 2015 it became obvious that Washington was
not going to support the new anti-Russian Kiev government in
any meaningful way.
Non lethal military aid
President Obama offered some non lethal equipment, (such as
radar, night vision goggles), MREs, (military food rations),
blankets, uniforms, and socks, (yes, socks), to the Ukrainian
army –but no real weapons.
New Trump approach?
Now, with Trump in the White House, most recently the noises
have been changing. It is no accident that U.S. Secretary of
Defense Mattis recently made a high-profile visit to Kiev on
that country’s Independence Day. During public celebrations
which included a military parade, Mattis stood at the side of

Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko. Mattis trip to Kiev
followed another important visit to Ukraine by Secretary of
State Rex Tillerson in July.
In public remarks in Kiev Mattis stated that the Pentagon is
reviewing options that could include supplying real weapons to
Ukraine; including anti-tank Javelin missiles, and possibly
antiaircraft missiles.
Of course, Mattis insisted that this American hardware
–assuming a US Government decision to send it to Kiev– falls
under the category of defensive weapons. America’s stated goal
–again, assuming a green light on this– would be to give
Ukraine the tools to defend itself from Russian attempts to
unilaterally change borders in the East.
Mattis justified any possible U.S. policy shift regarding
weapons sales to Ukraine by pointing out that Russia is not
living up to its commitments under the Minsk agreements aimed
at solving through peaceful means all issues related to the
future of ethnic Russians in Eastern Ukraine.
Policy shift
Well, should these supplies of U.S. weapons to Ukraine
actually take place, this would indicate a major policy shift
from the “do nothing” Obama years. For several years, Obama’s
deeds (forget his speeches in support of Ukraine) indicated
that America would not get involved, even indirectly, in any
conflict involving Russia in Eastern Ukraine, a region with
deep historic, ethnic and religious ties to the Russian state.
With Obama in the White House, Ukrainian President Petro
Poroshenko realized that he was on his own.
Now Donald Trump is President. So, a new more muscular
approach to Ukraine in Washington vis-a-vis Russia? We shall
see. Despite what Secretary Mattis just said in Kiev, I am
inclined to believe that the Trump administration does not
want America enmeshed, even if indirectly, in yet another,

almost impossible and probably endless conflict, far from
home.
A crowded national security agenda
Let’s look at the long “to do” list for the U.S. military,
when it comes to hot spots. Washington is and will be engaged
in the Middle East, (Iraq and to a lesser extent Syria) for
quite some time. The President just announced a more muscular
and open-ended policy towards Afghanistan, with the stated
goals of defeating the Taliban insurrection. And then you have
creeping and potentially explosive crises with North Korea,
Iran, and may be with China on the South China Sea. Based on
recent Washington moves and public pronouncements, we may also
have to add Venezuela to this already long and challenging
national security agenda.
Does Washington want to add an insoluble conflict in Eastern
Ukraine to the headaches list, while cash strapped America has
a hard time keeping up with existing and potential
commitments? I do not think so.

